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REVIEW: CLP-775.

Late-nniighht  piiano
I have to admit to making a small squeak of excitement when the box came through the front door.  The name
printed on the box was the source of the exhilaration.  Clavinova CLP-775.  It’s amazing how a change of number
can create a tangible sense of anticipation.  We’ve had the 600 series for around three years now and they’ve
been the very best ‘straight’ digital pianos available.  Would the new ones fill the very large boots vacated by the
previous models?

It was very late when I finished building the Clavinova, and it’s even later now as I write this.  But I need to give
you a first insight into these instruments before the adrenaline levels drop and I fall asleep over the iMac.

Whhat’s  a  CLP?
Just for the uninitiated, let’s spend a moment explaining what a CLP Clavinova is.  I’m sure that most of you are
aware of our Clavinova CVP instruments, as we’ve featured them in many articles over the years.  CLP is quite
different.  CLP is our ‘Classic Piano’.  Our CLP instruments concentrate on giving the piano player the very best
piano touch, along with a selection of around 35 voices.  These voices are almost exclusively keyboard
instruments.  There’s are no styles here, no saxophones and no karaoke.  For the pianist who simply wants to
replace an acoustic piano with something that feels and sounds amazing as a piano, CLP is the instrument.

I must confess that this isn’t the first time that I’ve seen one of these instruments.  During lockdown, the European
demonstrators were treated to a taster of the new instruments in a webinar from our friends in Yamaha Europa in
Germany.  Seeing and hearing it online is like seeing a tiger in a cage, of course, but I could tell that this was
going to be special.  I also caught a sneaky go on one in Japan before lockdown, in what now seems a lifetime
ago.  That one was a VERY early prototype and was finished in JRP (Japanese Racing Plywood).  I can’t tell you
what it sounded like, as there was no internal hardware in it, but it DID have a prototype of the GrandTouch action
in it. It felt lovely to play, and in the 15 seconds I dared to touch it, it made me smile... a lot!

Fiirst  reactiions
There’s no point here taking you through the new specifications, as
you’ll be able to see those on the Yamaha website.  Just for now, I want
to give you a first reaction to playing this new instrument.

As you can see from the inane grin on the face, first reaction is pretty
good!

And here’s an interesting one straight away – it feels amazing!  Why
should that be interesting?  Because on paper, it seems that this is the
same GrandTouch key-bed that we had on CLP-675.  But it FEELS so
much better, and more... precise.  It can often be the way that Japan
tweaks a few parts, or even changes the way that the key-bed is installed
in the piano.  Whatever they’ve done, it’s worked. 

We know that whenever a new model arrives, then the voice quality
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improves.  The already magnificent Yamaha CFX Concert
Grand sounds big and mighty, as you’d expect.  But I want to
tell you about the new Bösendorfer Binaural sample on the
new Clavinova.  This is an all new sample, and it has made a
huge difference to how the Bösendorfer plays.  In previous
models, the Bösendorfer 290 Imperial Grand was the go-to
piano for when you were feeling in a romantic, mellow mood.
It was perfect for playing Satie, Einaudi or Chopin.  It still is,
but it’s now SO much more versatile than that.  I’ve just been
playing some cocktail jazz on it, and it really works.  That’s
my new favourite ‘noodling’ piano.  Jazz on a
Bösendorfer???  Well, it worked for Oscar
Peterson...  There are many more great options
in the Piano section of voices, including a really
useful Upright piano. 

New  olld  piianos
In addition to the many piano options, Yamaha
has introduced two Fortepiano voices.  These
replicate the sound and behaviour of an 18th
century Mozart instrument, and a 19th century
Chopin one.  Why do we need these 200-year-
old pianos?  Well, if you’ve listened to Classic
FM over the last 10 years or so, you will have noticed a movement towards orchestras playing with ‘period
instruments’.  An orchestra in Mozart’s time sounded very different to the ones today.  So, to replicate that timbre
some orchestras are using period instruments to recreate the sound Mozart himself would have heard.  And so it
is with pianos.  In the 300 or so years since Bartolomeo Cristofori started building what we would recognise as a
piano, the instruments have evolved and changed characteristics.  The two Fortepianos on 700 series Clavinova
give an insight into that evolution meaning that you can play 18th and 19th century music on an authentic-
sounding instrument.

The look of the Clavinova cabinet has improved, too.  It’s a bit more ‘droopy-swoopy’ now, giving the Clavinova a
touch of class.  The addition of a very subtle white light in the power switch means that after SO many years, the
stick-out red LED in the front of the cabinet has now gone.

Final first thoughts
I’m going to come back to the way
this instrument FEELS.  To me, it’s a
much-improved action.  Whatever
Yamaha has done, it’s worked.  This
instrument is a delight to play, as well
as sounding amazing.  I’m going to
bed now, so that I can play it again
tomorrow. 

Aren’t I lucky? :-)
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The controls of the
CLP-775 are hidden
from view in a
‘secret’ drawer so
as not to spoil the
natural ‘piano’
styling of the
instrument.


